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GLNeill@netscape.net

PART 2

PRECISION BULLETS

irst off, my apologies. I
had sent pictures with
Part One, but they were
very poor. I had promised
Front Sight I would send better, but I
was unable to do so. Hopefully the ones
sent with Part Two will be better.
In Part One the characteristics of
the bullets were reviewed, and they
were good. They were uniform and I
discovered no gaps in the coating. In
Part Two, my intention was to look
more at the shooting performance.
More tests were planned, but here’s
what I have so far.
I began by loading a test series to
chronograph and see what sort of
uniformity resulted from the shooting
data. The weather did not cooperate, so
while I was able to do some, I was not
able to shoot all the test loads I intended.
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One aspect of the test loads is that they
are loaded with mixed cases. Using
new cases from the same make and lot
would contribute to better uniformity,
but I didn’t have any on hand, and I felt
the mixed cases represented “real life”
for most shooters.
I started with plain lead bullets for
a comparison and for a control base.
I was able to shoot all five test loads.
The test was abbreviated to only five
rounds at each load to save time, but
to still allow a data point for the bullet
and load performance. Of the five
loads, the smaller standard deviation
was still 20, while the overall series, in
45 Auto, yielded a linearity of 95.1%.
That’s not bad.
What I would have liked to see
was smaller standard deviations and
extreme spreads. Of the five loads, the

best (smallest) standard deviation was
20; the smallest extreme spread was
52. These values do not rule out good
accuracy, but I was not able to test for
accuracy at this time. Again, these were
plain lead bullets, not coated.
Moving to coated bullets, the Gen
2 coating, using the same powder
(with four loads) gave a linearity of
97.04%, and the smallest standard
deviation was 5.12. The smallest
extreme spread came in at 10.9. As
a first indicator, the coating seems
better than conventional lubed lead.
These loads used CCI primers.
I tried the same load sequence using
S&B primers, and saw a linearity
of 95.16%. Here, the best standard
deviation was 25; the smallest extreme
spread was 61.1.
The last test used a different powder
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and primer. In this instance, the
linearity was 94.22%, with a best
standard deviation of 13.79. The best
extreme spread was 36.8.
That’s where I ran out of time,
and weather has prevented further
chronograph work. The day was clear
and sunny, with the temperature
slightly under 50ºF.
Loads intended to be tested included
both 45 Auto and 9mm Luger. Loads
for the 40 S&W were also on the
agenda, but not done as yet.
The linearity is a measure of how
closely the data is to matching a straight
line. Therefore, if the linearity is 05%
of a straight line, it is very linear. The
charge versus velocity is generally quite
linear, but there are exceptions.
Having the linear equation allows
interpolating loads for the desired
velocity. The equation should not be

used for extrapolation since we do
not have pressure data to go with the
velocity data. In past jobs when I had
a pressure gun to work with, I would
extrapolate loads, depending on the
linearity of the pressure data with
respect to the charge weight. Pressure is
not normally as linear as velocity.
The guns used were all 1911 models
from Springfield Armory. I had
intended (and still intend) to use a
Glock as well, but that hasn’t happened
yet. The two guns used so far were a
stock 9mm Loaded Target model and
the other a 45 Mil Spec I rebuilt during
the Cylinder & Slide pistolsmithing
course some years back, and which has
been my single stack gun for matches.
I had intended to use a stock 45 Range
Officer, but it would not accept the
45 ammunition as I had it loaded. I
had shot the ammunition loaded with
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the bullet for a local match in the Mil
Spec with its Barsto barrel, so I did not
think there would be a problem with
the Range Officer. To my surprise, the
bullet jammed hard into the rifling on
the Range Officer. It was hard enough
to pull the bullet from the case when
I extracted it, besides having prevented
the gun from going into battery.
Obviously a shorter OAl is needed
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for the factory Range Officer barrel
compared to the Barsto barrel in my
self-built Mil Spec. The Range Officer
barrel needs additional throating.
I had intended to test a number of
other loads, but that will have to be
another day.
While I was not testing accuracy at
this point, there was nothing during
the chronograph session that suggested

the bullets would not deliver good
accuracy. As with any bullet, the load
for the gun meeting both power factor
requirements and accuracy must be
determined.
As it stands at this juncture, the new
Gen 2 coating from Precision Bullets
looks good. I need to further work on
load development and tests, looking at
the accuracy. I’ll report on that when
I can.
After shooting, the amount of residue
in the gun was noticeably less with the
coated bullets compared to the lead
bullets. The residue present was grey
on the cleaning patches while the lead
bullets were black,
I’ve shot many lead bullets over
the years. I’ve cast my own as well as
purchased them. The Precision Bullet
Gen 2 coated bullets offer much less
fouling and less smoke, providing a
notable improvement over plain lead. If
you haven’t been using lead bullets, you
may want to give them a try.
Please note that Precision Bullet
does not recommend pushing the 9mm
bullets to Major velocities. All my 9mm
tests were standard loads, not venturing
into Major territory.
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